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Dream-Experiment: A MR User Interface with Natural
Multi-channel Interaction for Virtual Experiments
Tianren Luo, Mingmin Zhang*, Zhigeng Pan∗ , Zheng Li, Ning Cai, Jinda Miao, Youbin Chen and Mingxi Xu

Fig. 1. An interactive scene with checking the air tightness of test tube as an example. (a)Environment of Dream-Experiment, including
one RGBD camera, two RGB cameras, one temperature sensor and one olfactory sensor. Multi- camera are used to robustly track the
markers on the tangible devices. The user is using the left hand to tangible interact with the real beaker, and the right hand to gesture
interact with the virtual test tube. (b)The MR image displayed on the screen. The virtual water is registered in the tangible beaker,
virtual bubbles are being generated in the water and the virtual-real objects have a pixel-precision occlusion relationship.
Abstract—This paper studies a set of MR technologies for middle school experimental teaching environments and develops a
multi-channel MR user interface called Dream-Experiment. The goal of Dream-Experiment is to improve the traditional MR user
interface, so that users can get a real, natural 3D interactive experience like real experiments, but without danger and pollution. In
terms of visual presentation, we design multi-camera collaborative registration to realize robust 6-DoF MR interactive space, and also
define a complete rendering pipeline to provide improved processing of virtual-real objects’ occlusion including translucent devices. In
the virtual-real interaction, we provide six interaction modes that support visual interaction, tangible interaction, virtual-real gestures
with touching, voice, thermal feeling, and olfactory feeling. After users’ testing, we find that Dream-Experiment has better interactive
efficiency and user experience than traditional MR environments.
Index Terms—Multi-channel interaction, virtual-real occlusion, multi-camera collaboration, MR experiments
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Due to the above reasons, we design and develop Dream-Experiment
to bring virtual experiments closer to real experiments, whether with
visual effects or interactive experiences. In the 6-DoF interactive space
with multi-camera 3D registration and virtual-real occlusion, users can
obtain natural interactive experience by visual interaction, tangible
interaction, gestures interaction, voice, smell, and temperature.
In this paper, we choose chemical and physical experiments as examples to design Dream-Experiment, because chemical and physical
experiments have many devices and materials(glass, etc), and the interactive operation is complex. In this way, it can be verified that
Dream-Experiment can still play a good role in complex environment
and interactive operation. This can also indirectly explain that DreamExperience can also provide good rendering and interaction effects in
general experiments.
Fig. 1 shows a specific experimental interaction scene in DreamExperiment. Real left hand taking a tangible beaker with virtual water,
real right hand holding a virtual test tube to check the air tightness of
the test tube, and virtual bubbles appear at the end of the virtual catheter.
We use an RGB-D camera as the main camera and two RGB cameras
as the auxiliary cameras. The final image rendered by MR is displayed
by PC screen in real time. In addition, we also design sensors which
generate smell and temperature to simulate temperature changes and
odors during some experiments.
The contribution of this paper includes:
• Multi-camera collaborative registration: We develop a multicamera collaborative registration algorithm to create a robust
6-DoF interactive space.
• Virtual-real occlusion method with multi-layer, multimaterial and pixel-accuracy: We propose an accurate rendering
algorithm for virtual-real occlusion consistency, which includes
the opaque and translucent objects.
• Multi-modal interaction: Modeling the multi-sensory of real
experiments, we design a user interface that supports 6 interactive modes: visual interaction, tangible interaction, gestures
interaction with touching, voice, temperature and smell.
2 R ELATED W ORK
2.1 Processing of Occlusion Relationship in Virtual-Real
Space
2.1.1 Model-based Methods
The methods rely on having 3D models of the real scene. The 3D
model can be obtained directly from existing resources, built with
modeling software or reconstructed using cameras and sensors. Some
researches [14, 40, 44, 45] reconstruct the real scene in the offline phase,
and then use the traditional rendering pipeline to perform occlusion
processing in the online phase. However, these are only applicable for
static scenes and the quality of the results is heavily influenced by the
quality of the models and tracking.
2.1.2 Segmentation-based Methods
These methods commonly use a contour of the occluding object in color
map to handle occlusions. Some studies [30, 43] specify the occlusion
object through the interactive segmentation method, and then track the
contour of the object in real time. In the step of occlusion processing,
the virtual object is drawn on top of the real-world image, and then
all pixels of the tracked object are redrawn on top of the virtual object.
However, this method requires the user’s interactive tag and can only
generate a fixed order of occlusion relationship regardless of relative
position.
Some studies [22, 25, 46] introduce the matting algorithm into occlusion. This type of method uses foreground segmentation on depth
images and then uses the pixels near its contour as the unknown area
to generate tripmap, and uses alpha matte to mixed real foreground,
virtual objects, and real background. This method can achieves good
occlusion edges. However, these methods can only divide the real
image into foreground and background, and they cannot realize the

virtual-real occlusion of multi-layer foreground. In the MR experimental environment with tangible devices, the real scene is often complex
and multi-layer. In addition, the depth of the same object will also
be different (such as hands, chemical containers, etc.), it can not be
regarded as a single layer depth.
2.1.3 Depth-based Methods
This method compares the depth relationship between the virtual and
the real objects through pixel-by-pixel to determine whether the real
object occludes the virtual object at the pixel. The accuracy of the
occlusion edge depends on the accuracy of the depth map. Du et
al. [12] use the energy minimization scheme to approximate the edge
of the original depth image to the edge of the color image. But the realtime performance is slow and only works when the background and
foreground are clearly distinguishable. Tianren et al. [34] use modified
joint bilateral filter to repair the depth map and anti-aliasing treatment
on the defect edge to improve occluded edges. Moreover, the above
methods only consider the virtual-real occlusion of the opaque objects.
2.2 Interactive Models in MR Applications
2.2.1 Model of Gesture Interaction in MR
Some researchers use 2D gestures by touching the screen [5,9,28,32] or
projected desktop [1]. For MR interaction, this kind of interaction without 3D interaction space is unnatural. Some researchers [8, 10, 17, 39]
use gestures with specific actions for MR interaction. This interaction
model uses specific actions to “indirectly” and contactless interact with
virtual objects. However, for virtual experiments, “directly” interaction
with touching between fingers is more natural, reliable and easier to
learn than specific actions. Gao [16] explores 3D gesture interaction
with touching, but the results are not ideal. The author analyzes the
reasons: lacking touch feeling, confusing occlusion relationship. These
reasons greatly increase the difficulty of user’s operations. In other
words, virtual-real occlusion is the prerequisite for good virtual-real
gesture interaction with touching.
In terms of recognition algorithms, many MR gesture interaction
algorithms [13, 29] recognize fingertips and palms based on curvature
and distance. This method cannot adapt to complex foregrounds and
flexible gesture scenarios such as MR experimental environment with
tangible devices.
2.2.2 Model of Tangible Interaction in MR
The tangible interaction adopts the tracking of the pose of the tangible
object and maps it to the virtual scene, and users have the interactive
touch feeling. Some researchers [21, 38] calibrate the desktop and
perform 3Dof tangible interaction, but tangible objects cannot leave the
desktop. Some researchers [2, 4, 18, 24, 41] attach markers to tangible
objects for tracking and perform 6-DoF tangible interaction. But the
method is based on single camera, the robustness is low in complex
and flexible experimental interaction. Moreover, it’s not beautiful to
keep the markers facing the camera all the time and present them on
the MR images.
2.2.3 Model of Multi-modal Interaction in MR
In order to obtain a more natural interactive experience for users, some
researchers explore MR applications that integrate multiple interaction
methods. The most common multi-modal interaction method is a
combination of two or three interaction, such as gesture interaction,
tangible interaction, or voice interaction [27, 31, 47, 48], but the gesture
interaction methods are either 2D gestures that touch the screen or
non-contact 3D gestures for specific actions. This is not natural for
virtual experiments that need good sense of operation. In addition,
most of these voice interactions are one-way, that is, the voice of the
system is played to users but the system cannot receive the user’s
voice. Emeline et al. [6] develop multi-sensory interactive maps for
children. The interactive maps support tangible interaction, one-way
voice interaction, taste interaction, and olfactory interaction. However,
the taste interaction and olfactory interaction are directly using real
food, which is not suitable for chemical and physical experiments that
have danger and pollution.
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Based on these shortcomings, Dream-Experiment provides 6-DoF
tangible interactive space by multi-camera, users do not need to pay
attention to the orientation of the markers. We have achieved accurate
occlusion of virtual-real objects. Based on this, users can interact
virtual devices (generated by voice) by natural gesture interaction with
touching rather than specific actions. In addition, Dream-Experiment
simulates sense of smell and temperature.
3

C ONSTRUCTION OF
MENT

R OBUST

AND

L IFELIKE MR E NVIRON -

3.1 Selection of Tangible and Virtual Devices
Tangible interaction with 6-DoF has real sense of operation. Attaching
markers to the tangible devices and then performing 6-DoF pose estimation of the tangible devices is a method with high real-time, accuracy
and robustness. As for the design of the marker, we use the form of
Haming coding, which not only records what virtual objects need to
be generate, but also records the specific geometric information of the
measured objects as prior knowledge.
However, some devices are too thin (such as test tubes, matches,
catheters, etc.) to attach the markers. Some devices require special
functions, such as conductors that need to see through their internal
charges movement in some physical experiments. Some devices are
large and heavy (such as sinks, electronic devices, etc.), which will
increase the users’ physical press. For these devices, we use virtual
devices or paper tangible devices. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show we enhance the
paper tangible devices to the electronic devices we need in a physical
experiment.

calculate the pose between multiple cameras. In the online phase, the
corresponding 3D registration relationship between the cameras and
markers is calculated by the following collaborative algorithm:
Suppose the interactive space is denoted as I. This contains R
markers in I, expressed as b1..R = {b1 . . . bR }. There are T cameras,
expressed as f1..T = { f1 . . . fT }. The multi-camera takes multiple photos in a frame denoted as I1..T = {I1 . . . IT }. For a certain marker br ,
there are k cameras taking br (1 ≤ k ≤ T ). We set a confidence level
Con( f , br ) for each camera to do registration for a marker br . The
confidence level of camera f to br is:
Con( f , br ) = λ Con p ( f , br ) + (1 − λ )Conα ( f , br )

(1)

Where Con p ( f , br ) represents the confidence of the position and
Conα ( f , br ) represents the confidence of the angle.
Con p ( f , br ) = g( f , br ) ·

Pixvis ( f , br )
Pixvis ( f )

(2)

Where Pixvis ( f , br ) represents the pixels included in br in the camera’s field of view, Pixvis ( f ) represents all pixels in the camera’s field
of view, which is the camera resolution. g( f , br ) is the gaussian distribution of the distance between the camera and the marker, as shown in
formula(3).

g( f , br ) = e

−

(d( f ,br )−dmax )2
2σ 2

(3)

Where d( f , br ) represents the distance from marker to the camera,
and dmax is the max reliable distance threshold we define. 2σ 2 is the
constant that to limit the numerical range. The purpose of this step is
to reduce the confidence level of the marker which is too close to or
too far from camera. The calculation method of the angle confidence is
shown in formula(4).

(a)

(b)



1 − Conmin
α ( f , br )
Conα ( f , br ) = min 1,
1 − Conmax
α

(4)

Conmin
α ( f , br ) = Nrm(Pos( f ) − Pos(br )) · Nrm(br )

(5)

fk = { fk | ∀ f : Con( f , br )  Con( fk , br )}

(6)

Where Conmax
α is the threshold of maximum credible angle we define.
And the calculation method of Conmin
α ( f , br) is shown in formula(5).

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. MR of the tangible devices based on multi-camera registration.
Users do not need to pay attention to the orientation of the marker when
interacting with tangible devices. (a) Paper tangible devices in real scene.
(b) MR scene corresponding to (a). The two paper tangible devices
enhanced into power supply and solenoid respectively. (c) A virtual flame
is generated on the tangible alcohol lamp. (d) Virtual liquid is generated
in the tangible beaker.

3.2 MR for Tangible Devices Based on Multi-camera
Generally, when a marker is tracked by a camera, the farther the
marker’s position is relative to the camera or the larger the inclination angle is relative to the camera, the less accurate the 3D registration
will be. If more than one camera recognizes a marker in the same
frame, the 3D pose of the marker estimated by each camera may be
different, which will cause big jitter. To solve these problems, we
design a multi-camera collaboration strategy for robust 3D registration.
In the offline phase, we need to deploy a multi-camera array. The
calibration method uses a checkerboard calibration method [50] to

Where Nrm(br ) represents the normalized normal vector of the
plane where the marker is located, and Nrm(Pos( f ) − Pos(br )) represents the normalized direction vector from the center of the marker to
the center of the camera.
According to the maximum confidence, camera fk and marker br
are registered correspondingly as shown in formula(6):

The calculation method for the final registered pose of br is shown
in formula(7), P[Rma |Tma ] represents the final registered 6-DoF pose
of virtual objects in the main camera coordinate system. R and T
respectively represent the rotation matrix and translation matrix of
the br estimated by fk . Ra→ma and Ta→ma respectively represent the
rotation matrix and translation matrix of the coordinate system of the
auxiliary camera to the coordinate system of the main camera. Rmo
and Tmo represent rotation and translation matrices that adjust the 3D
registered virtual model according to geometric information of tangible
devices. In this way, the marker posted on tangible object can face any
direction. As shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d), the virtual flame and water
is generated to the appropriate position of tangible devices after 3D
registration.

P[Rma |Tma ] =



[Rmo R|Tbr + Tmo ]
[Rmo Ra→ma R|T + Ta→ma + Tmo ]

fk = fma
fk = fma
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Fig. 3. Our virtual-real occlusion rendering pipeline: First, segment the pixel areas of n types of foreground objects by CBAM-UNet. The pixel areas
of hands and the opaque experimental devices are marked as Mask1 -Maskn , and the translucent devices are marked as Maskt . Then the depth
map Mt of the translucent devices is reconstructed according to the prior model, and the original depth data of each foreground object is corrected
according to Mask1 -Maskn and Maskt . Finally, according to the corrected depth map of the real scene and the depth map of the virtual scene after 3D
registration, the virtual-real opaque objects and translucent objects are rendered in a specific order.

Fig. 4. Overview of the CBAM-UNet. CBAM-UNet is used to segment the pixel areas of the hands and devices with various materials.

interaction with touching. Affected by noise, the accuracy of the original depth information obtained by the depth camera is poor near the
edges of the objects. Moreover, in chemical experiments, there are
many tangible translucent devices. Since the translucent devices are
penetrated by infrared or structured light, RGBD camera cannot capture
their depth information, as shown “Real depth map” in Fig. 3. Therefore, we study a complete rendering pipeline of virtual-real occlusion
with pixel-level accuracy.
Fig. 5. Overview of convolutional block attention module. In order to
improve the real-time performance of segmentation, we introduce an
attention mechanism to the segmentation network.

3.3

Rendering of Virtual-real Occlusion Relationship

For complex MR experiments, accurate and multi-layer for virtual-real
occlusion is the key to achieve good visual environment and gesture

3.3.1

Segmentation of Foreground Objects

Getting accurate depth map for multi-layer occlusion requires accurate
pixel area of each type foreground object. In order to segment the
multi-class foreground objects faster and more accurately, we introduce our lightweight convolutional neural network called CBAM-UNet,
which combines the convolutional block attention module (CBAM)
[49] with UNet [33]. The proposed CBAM-UNet consists of two
parts: the feature encoder network and the feature decoder network
as shown in Fig. 4. As for the encoder in our CBAM-UNet, we use
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ResNet34 [20]. ResNet34 is originally designed for classification tasks
on mid-resolution images of size 256x256, but our task is to segment
translucent equipment image of size 640x480. We remove the fully
connected layers and replace them with a single convolutional layer of
512 channels that serves as a bottleneck central part of the network. To
construct the decoder, we simply use upsampling to double the size of
the feature map. The output is then concatenated with output of the
corresponding part of the decoder. Then we integrate this feature map
through a convolutional layer.
In addition to the UNet itself, we use the attention mechanism called
convolutional block attention module(as shown in Fig. 5). We sequentially apply channel and spatial attention modules, so that we can learn
‘what’ and ‘where’ to attend in the channel and spatial axes. By using
CBAM in our network, our model improves both convergence and
inference speed significantly at a cost of adding a bit more parameters.
We classify all translucent devices into one category, and each type of
opaque objects into one category. The reason for this is that in the next
step of correcting the depth information of the foreground objects, the
translucent devices have the depth of the reference virtual model, but
the opaque objects do not. We use the exact pixel area of each type of
opaque object to correct the noise depth in the area. The input is color
map of real scene(“Real color map” in Fig. 3) and output of segmentation are pixel area of multiple types of foreground objects(“Mask of
hands” (Mask1 ) and “Mask of translucent devices” (Maskt ) in Fig. 3).
3.3.2 Complete Rendering Pipeline of Virtual-Real Occlusion
We design a complete virtual-real occlusion rendering pipeline, including a multi-layer occlusion relationship between virtual-real opaque
and translucent objects. We improve the traditional rendering pipeline
to achieve pixel-level accurate, continuous, multi-layer virtual-real
occlusion. First, we construct virtual 3D models (denoted as Mt ) of
tangible translucent devices based on the actual size during the offline
stage.
(1) Align the virtual and real images. We establish mapping virtual cameras (position, pose and camera parameters) corresponding
to multiple cameras in the virtual scene. The color image and depth
image captured by the real main camera are denoted as Cr and Dr . And
the virtual color image and depth image rendered by the virtual main
camera are denoted as Cv and Dv . We align the Cr , Dr ,Cv , Dv .

Output: a depth map Dout
function CorrectDepthMap(Dr , Maskt , Dt , Mask1 , Mask2 , ..., Maskm )
for each pixel p(x, y) in fragment shader
Switch p(x, y) in which area
Case (p(x, y) in Maskt ) & ω(Dt (x, y)):
Dout (x, y) = Dt (x, y)
Case (p(x, y) in Maskt ) & ω(Dt (x, y)):
∑n(xi ,yi )∈Nbor(x,y) Dt (xi ,yi )·ω(Dt (xi ,yi ))
∑n(xi ,yi )∈Nbor(x,y) ω(Dt (xi ,yi ))

Case (p(x, y) in Maskk ) & ω(Dk (x, y)):
Dout (x, y) = Dk (x, y) k ∈ 1...m
Case (p(x, y) in Maskk ) & ω(Dk (x, y)):
Dout (x, y) =

∑n(xi ,yi )∈Nbor(x,y) Dk (xi ,yi )·ω(Dk (xi ,yi ))
∑n(xi ,yi )∈Nbor(x,y) ω(Dk (xi ,yi ))

Default:
Dout (x, y) = Dbg
return Dout (x,
y)
1,
ω(Dt (x, y)) =
0,



 1,
ω(Dk (x, y)) =


 0,

main camera and denoted as Dt , as shown as “Reconstructed translucent
devices depth map” in Fig. 3. Our method for correcting the wrong
depth in the foreground and background is shown in Algorithm 1,
where Mask1 ...Maskm represent the pixel area of m types of opaque
foreground devices. Dk represents the corresponding area of Maskk
on Dr . ω(D(x, y)) and ω(Dk (x, y)) represent whether the depth value
is wrong caused by noise. Nbor(x, y) represents the neighborhood of
pixel (x, y). Dbg represents the depth of background. For translucent
devices, we use Maskt to define the pixel area of translucent devices
to achieve accurate depth edges. As shown in Fig. 6, the reason for
this step is modeling error of Mt and the slight registered deviation
between adjacent frames will cause the image of Mt not completely
match with the image of the tangible translucent devices. Similarly,
we use Mask1 ...Maskm to define the pixel area of m types of opaque
foreground objects. Finally, we set the depth values of the area that do
not belong to the foreground to a background’ depth to eliminate the
wrong depth outside the edges of the foreground objects. The output
depth map Dout is shown “Corrected depth map” in Fig. 3.
(3) Occluded rendering of virtual and real objects. We render the occlusion relationship of virtual and real objects pixel by pixel according
to Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Rendering pipeline of virtual-real occlusion

Algorithm 1: Correct real depth map

Dout (x, y) =

Fig. 6. Depth map correction for translucent devices. Due to modeling
error and slight registered deviation between adjacent frames, the depth
map of translucent devices(Dt ) generated by the virtual model of translucent devices(Mt ) after 3D registered is not completely match with the
segmented pixel area(Maskt ) of the tangible translucent devices. So we
use Maskt to correct Dt .

k ∈ 1...m

Dt (x, y)has correct depth
Dt (x, y)has no depth


n


Dk (x, y) − ∑(xi ,yi )∈Maskk Dk (xi ,yi )  ≤ threshold
n





∑n(xi ,yi )∈Maskk Dk (xi ,yi ) 
Dk (x, y) −
 > threshold
n



(2) Correct the depth map. Mt is registered into the virtual main
camera space, the virtual depth map of Mt is calculated by the virtual

Output: a color map Cout
function OcclusionPipeline(Dout ,Cr , Dv ,Cv , Maskt )
for each pixel p(x, y) in fragment shader
Switch p(x, y) in which area
Case (p(x, y) not in Maskt ) & (Dout (x, y) ≤ Dv (x, y)):
Cout (x, y) = Cr (x, y)
Case (p(x, y) not in Maskt ) & (Dout (x, y) > Dv (x, y)):
Cout (x, y) = Cv (x, y)
Case (p(x, y) in Maskt ) & (Dout (x, y) ≤ Dv (x, y)):
Cout (x, y) = Cr (x, y) ∗ α +Cv (x, y)(1 − α)
Case (p(x, y) in Maskt ) & (Dout (x, y) > Dv (x, y)):
Cout (x, y) = Cv (x, y) ∗ α +Cr (x, y)(1 − α)
return Cout
end
In order to ensure the correct rendering effect and reduce the overdraw of our rendering pipeline, the rendering order is to render opaque
objects from near to far, and then render translucent objects from far to
near. In addition, the Mt is only used for the depth calculation, so the
Mt use rendering culling. The “Final rendered image” in Fig. 3 shows
the virtual-real occlusion effect of real hands, real translucent beaker
and virtual sink.
4 M ULTI - CHANNEL V IRTUAL - REAL I NTERACTION
In order to give more natural interaction feeling, Dream-Experiment
supports six kinds of interaction technologies, which are visual interaction, gestures interaction with touching, tangible interaction, voice,
temperature feeling, and smell.
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heat source, and uses a PT100 thermistor sensor to measure temperature, and combines a PID control algorithm to achieve temperature
control. The positioning system by using the rotation of the base of heat
source of the 42 stepping motor control device, controls the direction
of heat, and adjusts the range of heat feeling in combination with the
wind force of the cooling fan. The thermal tactile representation of this
system is generated by transferring heat through the hot gas, which has
the function of automatically controlling the temperature and locating
the heat source.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Gesture interaction with touching and tangible interaction by
tracking the 6-DoF poses of the markers on the hands and the tangible
devices. (a) Right hand holding a virtual test tube. (b) Using a tangible
rubber rod(held by the right hand) with negative static electricity to explore
the charges’ movement in the virtual metal conductor(held by the left
hand).

4.1

Visual Interaction

Dream-Experiment provides a realistic fusion environment of virtual
and real world, and simulates interactive experimental scenes and experimental phenomena of some typical experiments. Users can get
good visual feedback through various interactive operations.
4.2

Gesture Interaction with Touching

For interaction with virtual devices, we use gesture with touching rather
than specific actions, which is possible when the environment has
virtual-real occlusion relationships. We design an interactive way by
tracking and reconstructing color markers on the thumb and forefinger.
Looking from viewpoint of main camera, the thumb and forefinger
usually will not be completely occluded. And they are also the most
critical fingers while taking objects. When both finger joints collide
with two sides of a virtual device, it is used to take the virtual device.
During the taking process, if the distance between thumb and forefinger
is too large to meet the taking condition that both markers collide
with the wall of the virtual device, the virtual device will fall onto the
desktop and the user needs to take it again. Fig. 7(a) shows the real
hands’ interaction with virtual test tube. Fig. 7(b) shows the left hand
holding a virtual metal conductor.
4.3

6-DoF Tangible Interaction

Based on multi-camera collaboration, we can render virtual objects
(drugs, reagents, etc.) on tangible devices regardless of the orientation
of the markers. The reason is that if the virtual liquid/drugs/flame is
in the tangible devices, the user has the touch feeling when taking
the tangible devices and no danger. Fig. 7(b) shows the user uses
a tangible rubber rod with negative static electricity to explore the
charges’ movement in the virtual metal conductor.
4.4

Voice Interaction

There are a lot of experimental devices that need to be presented virtually. If every virtual device requires a marker to be created, it will make
the user uncomfortable. We use one marker placed on the desktop as a
“Generate and destroy point for devices” to generate and destroy virtual
devices. The virtual devices are generated by voice instructions and
destroyed by putting the virtual devices on the “Generate and destroy
point for devices”.
4.5

Temperature Interaction

The temperature sensing device is used for the thermal tactile reproduction under some exothermic situations. We dynamically adjust the
temperature according to the actual scene including the match, alcohol
lamps and some exothermic chemical reaction.
The temperature sensing device is mainly composed of two parts:
temperature control system and positioning system, as shown in
Fig. 8(a). The temperature control system uses a PTC heating body as

4.6 Olfactory Interaction
We develop an olfactory device to simulate various smells in the experiment. The design idea of the olfactory device is similar to that
of the ultrasonic atomizer. By high frequency resonance of ceramic
atomizer, the high-frequency oscillation of the electron is used to break
the liquid water molecular structure to produce a natural and elegant
water mist. The device can meet five different odor requirements at one
time, and it is convenient to replace the liquid in the smell box. The
device can work fast and emit odor, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the upper
layer outputting the odor, the top cover loading and unloading the smell
box, the lower level is the control unit with the Arduino control board
and other major drive modules.
5 S YSTEM D ETAILS
5.1 Basic Devices for Experiments
In order to support long-term experiments, such basic devices as desks,
chairs and computers are necessary. In Dream-Experiment, we use a
customized table to place multi-camera, tangible devices and monitor.
An ergonomic chair is used for long-term comfortable sitting. A computer is used to execute algorithms and a monitor is used to display the
user interface. The main configuration of the computer is an Intel Core
(TM) i7-8700K@3.7GHz CPU and a Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU.
5.2 MR Input
We use Intel Realsense SR300 depth camera as the main camera, Logitech C270i camera and Gucee HD92 camera as auxiliary cameras.
These cameras are used to capture images of real scenes at different
angles.
5.3 Algorithm Development
Our multi-type objects segmentation algorithm is based on the public
deep learning framework PyTorch. For our best model, we used Binary
Cross Entropy (BCE) loss as loss function. Other algorithms are developed on Untiy3d and use inter-process communication to connect
with the deep learning part. We use OpenCV C sharp library to develop
multi-camera collaboration, recognition, tracking, pose estimation algorithm, use cg / hlsl shader to develop virtual-real occlusion rendering
pipeline and use C sharp to develop multi-modal interactive algorithm
and experimental examples. We adopt Baidu voice recognition SDK as
our voice recognition module.
6 U SER S TUDY
6.1 Design Experiments
To compare the effect of Dream-Experiments with that of the traditional MR environments and real environment, we set up some ablation
experimental environments as shown in Table 1. For E1-E3, except for
the items listed in the table, the other conditions are the same as E5.
We take several typical operating steps in the chemical experiment
“Creating oxygen from potassium permanganate”, physical experiment
“Electromagnetic experiment” and “The movement of charges in a
conductor” as examples, and design 4 interactive tasks as Table 2
shows. It should be note that Table 2 is based on the MR interactive
experiments, all the devices of Environment 4 are tangible. Moreover,
in T2 of MR environments, when the user removes the cap of alcohol
lamp, the olfactory device sprays the smell of alcohol. When the match
or the alcohol lamp is lit, the temperature sensing device will spray hot
air of different temperatures. We use the factorial design within the
group, where the independent variables are the interaction environment
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Temperature and olfactory simulation devices. (a)The structure of temperature sensor. PT100 thermal resistance. PTC heater. LCD1602.
Infrared sensor. (b)The structure of olfactory sensor. Power Input. The detachable top cap. Smell box. Arduino and drive module.

and task scenario, and the dependent variables are the task completion
time and users’ experience. After a user completes all tasks in an
environment, we use the NASA TLX [19] scale(6 questions) and an
interest degree to assess the user experience and preferences of the five
environments, the questionnaire using five likert scale (1 to 5, where 1
means the lowest, 5 stands for the highest). On average, the total user
study time for each participant is about 50 minutes.
Table 1. Five different experimental environments.

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

Single-camera MR environment.
Without virtual-real occlusion.
Virtual devices generated by clicking 3D-menu through
gestures.
Real experimental environment.
Dream-Experiment.

Table 2. The four tasks.

T1

T2

T3

T4

6.2

Connect one end of the catheter to a beaker(tangible)
containing water(virtual) and the other end to a test
tube(virtual). And use hand hold the test tube until bubbles pop up.
Place the test tube(virtual) on the iron stand(tangible).
Scratch match box(tangible) to light match(virtual), and
use match to light alcohol lamp(tangible) and generate
flame(virtual), then preheat the test tube.
Rub the rubber rod(tangible) with fur(tangible), then use
the rubber rod to approach the metal conductor(virtual)
to explore and observe the charge movement in the conductor.
In the connected circuit, by moving the magnetic
needle(tangible) and the energized solenoid (tangible), adjusting the sliding rheostat(tangible) to explore
the relationship between electric field and magnetic
field(virtual).

Preparation before User Experiments

We recruit 26 participants from middle school, 14 male and 12 female.
All the 26 students have studied the three experiments. They are all
right-handed, and no significant differences are observed in their habituation. Only two of them have experience of using 3D user interface
from VR, and none of them have experience of using AR/MR interface.

We briefly introduce the concept of MR and detail how to interact
with each environment. In addition, we inform the participants of some
precautions, such as in E1, if the marker attached to the device is not
oriented towards the camera, the MR will fail. And in E2, the near
and far relationship between the real objects and the virtual objects
cannot be seen visually, so we can only guess the positions of the
virtual objects according to the positions of the tangible devices. After
that, each participant has 3 minutes to practice the interaction mode of
each environment. Once they start learning, they won’t be disturbed or
asking for any help.
6.3

Balance of the Experiments

We adopt paper-based step-by-step instructions to guide students to
complete the operation, so as to eliminate the influence of unfamiliar
tasks’ steps. A staff member is assigned to supervise each experimental
environment.
The experiments are conducted in an indoor environment to avoid
the light changing. We ask participants to execute the each task as
quickly and accurately as possible. The order in which each user uses
the experimental environment is random.
For counting experiment time, MR environments use automatic timer.
And in Environment 4, we use two manual timekeepers. Although there
may still be a small error, we believe that this small error will not have
a significant impact on the efficiency analysis of the experimental tasks.
Whether the manual or the automatic timing, the start and end follow
the same rules. Moreover, since T3 and T4 are exploration experiments, they do not participate in the timing and interaction efficiency
evaluation.
7
7.1

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

Time Performance of Interaction

Fig. 9 shows the mean time of the tasks in each environment and
error bars indicate standard errors of the means. we use ANOVA with
post-hoc contrast test to analyze the significant differences between
groups. The results of ANOVA show that different environments have
significant impact on the interaction time of Task1 (F=54.999, p<0.001)
and Task2 (F=29.274, p<0.001). Table 3 shows the results of post hoc
comparison test for Dream-Experiment and each ablation environment.
Among them, E5&E1 represents two sets of users’ data of Environment
5 and Environment 1 for post-hoc contrast test, and so on. S represents
the significance. Y represents yes and N represents no.
We find that E5 is significantly lower than E1 and E2 in Task1 and
Task2, and E5 is significantly lower than E3 in Task1.
By time data and users’ feedback, we analyze the reasons: For E1,
Task1 and 2 need more time because user needs to perform tangible
interaction again when the tracking is lost. For E2, it is difficult to
locate the relative positions of tangible objects and virtual objects by
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Fig. 9. Time performance of five environments, error bars represent
standard deviation.
Table 3. Post-hoc comparison test results of interaction time.

E5&E1
p
S
Task1
Task2

< 0.001
< 0.001

Y
Y

E5&E2
p
S
< 0.001
0.001

Y
Y

E5&E3
p
S
< 0.001
0.598

Y
N

Table 4. Post-hoc comparison test results of subjective evaluation.

E5&E4
p
S
0.097 N
0.108 N

occlusion relationship visually. For example, in Task1, since picking
up the virtual test tube requires both the thumb and the forefinger to
touch the surface of the test tube accurately, it takes a lot of time. In
E3, accidentally clicking other button and finding target button in the
3D-menu need extra operation time, but this process is accidental. We
think this makes E5 and E3 showing different significant differences
on Task1 but no significant differences on Task2. In addition, we are
glad to see that there is no significant difference between E5 and E4.
7.2

Fig. 10. Subjective evaluation in 7 dimensions ratings on a 5-item Likert
scale (1: lowest, 5: highest), error bars represent standard deviation.

Subjective Evaluation

To evaluate the quantitative data collected from these questionnaires,
we use ANOVA with post-hoc contrast test to analyze the significant
differences between groups. Fig. 10 shows the mean score of questionnaire and error bars indicate standard errors of the means, where
MD means “Mental Demands”, PD means “Physical Demands”, TD
means “Temporal Demands”, OP means “Own Performance”, E means
“Effort”, F means “Frustration”, I means “Interest”. The results of
ANOVA show that different environments have significant impact
on the MD(F=6.7, p<0.001), PD(F=6.239, p<0.001), TD(F=17.913,
p<0.001), OP(F=4.71, p=0.001), E(F=5.387, p<0.001), F(F=18.128,
p<0.001) and I(F=7.749, p<0.001). Table 4 provides detailed values
in post-hoc comparison test.
According to the t-test results, we can see that the E1 needs more
psychological pressure, physical pressure, time pressure, effort and less
interest than E5. From users’ feedback, in E1, the tangible interaction
losing tracking let users pay more attention to the direction of the maker
because of wrong operation will make users redo this step.
Unlike the E1, all evaluation indicators of E2 are significantly different from E5, because E2 has worse interactive experience than E1.
E1 can be artificially controlled by rotating tangible devices to make
the marker towards the camera, however the gesture interaction with
touching in E2 is very difficult, especially without tangible devices near
the virtual devices. In addition, there were some cognitive comments
in the feedback, such as “In E2, the water is outside the beaker, which
is strange” and “E5 makes me difficult to distinguish the real and the
virtual, which is too realistic”, which also proves that our virtual-real
occlusion method containing glass has been approved by users.
In E3, finding, clicking, and accidental clicking will cause more
physical pressure and effort than E5. It does not cause E3 and E5
making significant difference on TD, although some users report that
unexpected virtual device is generated due to the finger touching other
buttons by accident. Moreover, for students, the degree of interest is
lower than using voice interaction. This proves that it’s correct we

E5&E1
p
S
MD
PD
TD
OP
E
F
I

0.001
0.002
< 0.001
0.202
0.004
0.426
0.008

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

E5&E2
p
S
0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

E5&E3
p
S
0.882
0.013
0.09
0.257
0.002
0.750
0.025

N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y

E5&E4
p
S
0.009
0.029
0.439
0.570
0.018
0.750
0.012

Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y

choose to use voice interaction to generate virtual devices instead of
the traditional way of clicking 3D-menu.
In E4, we find that in some dangerous operations (ignite and extinguish fire in T2), E4 has more psychological pressure than E5. Moreover, the E4 needs bigger physical press than E5. This is because all
objects of E4 are real, and some objects(liquid, thin and big devices)
are virtual or paper in E5. But these two kinds of pressure have little
effect on the interaction time(as Table 3). For students’ interests, E4 is
significantly lower than E5. The users’ feedback are “A combination
of virtual and real interaction is very cool”, “E5 let me understand
the movement of electromagnetic fields and microscopic charges more
deeply and easily” etc.
Finally, we investigate the user experience of olfactory and temperature sensing devices in T2. 25 users (96%) feel that the two devices
make the experiments more immersive and realistic, evaluation such
as “In T2, it let me smell the alcohol and feel the heat, I feel more real
than other tasks”, “It’s very interesting to experience lifelike lighting of
alcohol lamps without worrying about flames”.
7.3

Results of Temperature and Olfactory Devices

After many experiments and tests, the range of thermal tactile device is
related to the wind speed. At normal room temperature, if the PWM
value of the device is 200, the temperature sensing range is about 0 ∼
40 cm. The temperature range is from room temperature to 90°C, and
the temperature range is related to the distance from the air outlet. In
olfactory device, a tube of solution can be continuously dispersed for
about 10 minutes. The range is 0 ∼ 60 cm.
7.4

Accuracy of Virtual-real Occlusion

We take a interactive scene as shown in Fig. 11(a), to test the effect
of our virtual-real occlusion. After the 3D registration, the position
relationship of objects from near to far is as follows: left hand and
tangible beaker, thumb of right hand, virtual test tube, other fingers
of the right hand, virtual sink. In the traditional MR environment
without virtual-real occlusion, the virtual sink and virtual test tube
are superimposed on the real scene, as shown in Fig. 11(b). If the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. 11. Results of experiments. (a)Real scene. (b)No virtual-real occlusion. (c)Virtual-real occlusion using original depth map. (d)Our multi-layer and
pixel-accuracy occlusion method. (e)Virtual match ignites tangible alcohol lamps. (f)Insert the virtual catheter into the virtual test tube. (g)Oxygen
generation by drainage. (h)Operation of connecting wires in a physical experiment. (i)Adjust the tangible sliding rheostat to control the size of
the magnetic field. (j)Explore the relationship between the deflection direction of the small magnetic needle and the magnetic field. (k)Charges
movement in regular conductor without interference. (l)The movement of electric charges in irregular conductor is affected by the rubber rod with
static electricity.

original depth information is directly used for occlusion rendering, it
will cause a lot of error, as shown in the Fig. 11(c). Fig. 11(d) shows
our MR environment. It can be seen that our method can well blend
the multi-layer virtual and real.

7.5

Results of Some Experiments Step

We use some screenshots from a chemical experiment “Creating oxygen
from potassium permanganate”, two physical experiments “Electromag-
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netic experiment” and “The movement of charges in metal conductor”
to show the effect of Dream-Experiment. As shown in Fig. 11(e)-(l).
8 C ONCLUSION
Dream-Experiment provides a realistic visual environment and multichannel interaction which close to real experiments. Through user study,
it can be proved that our multi-camera registration and virtual-real
occlusion methods can greatly improve the user’s interactive efficiency
and experience. In addition, compared with real experiments, DreamExperiment has a multi-channel simulation that is close to real in the
interaction and sensory experience, and there is no pollution and danger,
so that students can use it easily. Furthermore, Dream-Experiment
can improve their learning interest, which is also the purpose of our
research.
9 L IMITATION AND F UTURE WORK
For pose estimation of tangible devices, we now rely on robust, fast,
and accurate multi-camera marker tracking. Although the user can
interact freely without caring too much about the orientation of the
marker, sometimes the markers look unnatural when the markers are
facing the main camera. We will study the tracking of curved natural
markers in the cooperation of multi-camera, or through deep learning
to achieve 6-DoF pose estimation of tangible objects without markers.
Moreover, in order to get segmentation result faster, it is considerable
to use model compression of network to accelerate inference speed.
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